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The Identity

Tastemaker Collective® is a creative entity that specializes in design, 
marketing and media. Our goal is to partner with discerning brands, 
companies, artist and athletes. 

As a global collective, we demand innovation and promote unity, while 
inspiring and being inspired. 

Introduction
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Celeb Journalists

Billboard Placements 

Metro Advertisements

Google & Youtube Ads

Social Media Marketing 
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Guerilla Marketing
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Past Works 

Creative Direction

Spotify Playlisting 
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Media

Opportunity

Tastemaker Collective Media is a millennial based media platform 

that host on the latest content via Entertainment, Music, Fashion, 

Lifestyle, Business, Cryptocurrency, Technology and Sports

TC Media has garnered a large cultural reach through 

articles and interviews predominately. Within the music industry, 

our interviews with top artist and business execs have a global 

reach with over 20 million followers accumulative. 

Consumers are demonstrating an increased ability to be 

influenced by more immersive media and branded content.

Influencers and their ability to persuade their followers through 

the appearance of authentic experiences are expected to be one 

of the top 5 areas of focus for brands.

Gain access to exclusive stories, and interviews via Tastemaker 

Collective Media Apple News Publisher Channel (see right)



Billboard Placements

Billboard and Bus Decals

Billboards  Billboard Prices 

New York  $3,000 to $20,000/month 

Los Angeles  $2,000 to $15,000/month

Chicago  $2,000 to $12,000/month

San Francisco  $2,000 to $12,000/month

Bus Decals  Decal Pricing

Los Angeles  $15,000





Guerilla Marketing

Poster Advertisements
We're partnered with the most reputable poster advertising companies in the nation to 

create striking ecclectic visuals.



Social Media Marketing

For the last 7 years, we've been the partner our clients can rely on. We create marketing that has helped 

many clients in dozens of industries from B2B to B2C, wholesale to retail, online and offline, to transform 

their businesses, earn eye-popping ROIs, and achieve their goals for their businesses.

We've worked with some of the largest brands like Louis Vuitton Moet Hennessy (LVMH), Foot Locker, 

NFL, H.Lorenzo, Gr8 Tokyo, etc. and have had incredible success programming corporate ads and 

building brand infrastructures to generate quick online revenue via user interaction.
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Web Design

Curated Responsible Web 

We deliver dynamic sites with fully customized development from scratch 

in house. All sites are catered to align with clients needs and markets. 

Search Engine Optimization will also be an optional add-on included within 

your digital marketing plan 



 

Private Label

Within Tastemaker Collective Design / Manufacturing Group, our objdective is to produce high 

quality garments to meet our client needs. We operate a vertically integrated system from start 

to finish.

We specialize in consulting, design and manufacturing. Our in house team is stacked with some 

of the most talented individuals. Other services provided consist of

Consulting 

Sourcing 

Design

Pattern Making 

Tech Packs

Grading 

Digital & Silk Screen Printing 

Sampling 

Production

A-Z Manufacturing & Production

Young Thug in Tastemaker Collective 

Assymetrical Trench Coat. Madison 

Square Garden. KOD Tour 2018



Previous private label commissioned work includes Michael B Jordan 8788 Agency, Without Remorse, Raising 

Dion, Snoh Aalegra Feels Album Merch, Will I am iLL.i and a high-end collaboration with Moet Hennessy.

Private Label Comissioned Work
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Past Works



Creative Direction

Tastemaker Collective® has proven its identity through creative branding and provoking visuals. Our in house creative 

team members specialize in everything from art direction, photo shoot conceptualizing, video direction, and special 

treatments.



Creative Thought Process



1k deposit

Service Retainer

This non refundable deposit includes service fee and consulting hours per project basis. All pricing is 

determined upon services needed. Please send all inquires to:

info@tastemakercollective.com

Thank You.


